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THE LOCATIO\ OF JOH\ \\IOOD THE ELDER'S'SOLS ROCKS'

\Iichael Williams

'Dinocrates' (the ancient Grecian architect) is not the first word you would expect a lengthy
description of mid-18th century Bath to begin with, however this immediately sets the tone for John
Wood the Elder's sprawlin,e u,ork An Essa_r' Towards A Description of Bath (Wood 1742-3, li49).
While Wood is evidently a good observer. 'Description' is overshadowed by his theories concerning
the legendary King Bladud. Taking the iocal folklore and Geoffrey of Monmouth's description of
Bladud and assuming them to be historical fact, and adding into the mix his insistence that Bladud
was also known in ancient Greece as Abaris, Master of Pythagoras, Wood combined these myths and
legends and weaved a fantastical tale of Bladud's life and works in and around Bath, involving
sacrifices, necromancy, celestial worship, stone circles and druids.

Convinced with his theories, Wood used them as a starting point for describing many of the ancient
structures and features in the Bath landscape. Some features, such as the Stanton Drew stone circles
he believed to have been Bladud's druid university, are still visible today, and Wood's observations of
these surviving structures can therefore be verified in the present. Wood was a competent surveyor of
ancient monuments for his time and, while erroneously attributing Stonehenge to the work of the
druids, Wood (1741), produced one of the most accurate plans of the stones ever made. And so, while
his interpretations of groups of rocks in fields were frequently wildly incorrect, his observations of
their sizes, stone type, precise locations and alignments mostly standup to modern scrutiny and are
valuable texts for archaeologists, antiquaries and historians as they were written in a time when many
of these sites were in better condition than they are today. Wood's plan of Stonehenge was even used
as the main reference for 20th Century restoration works at the site due to its accuracy (Johnson,
2010).

Wood believed that Bladud built a number of monuments around the city of Bath. Of particular
relevance are the sun and moon towers close to the hot springs, and the sun and moon circular temples
further up Lansdown Hill. The most widely available edition of Description is the second edition,
published in 1749, and republished posthumously in 1765 by his son, John Wood the Younger. It is in
this second edition that the most thorough description of the stones referred to as'Sols Rocks',
Bladud's sun temple, can be found (for ease of reading I have replaced the'long s'in Wood's 18th
century typography with the more contemporary 'short s' throughout this article):

'Now, in an Augural Line with the hot Waters and Towers thus consecrated to the Sun and Moon,
and at the Distance of about 3250 Feet from them, os we ascend the Hill now bearing the Name of
Lansdown, there are three large Stones lying upon the Grounrl, in a little Fietd by the Side of the
Road, known by the Name of Sols Rocks, with a Foundation just behind them, shapecl into a
Circular Form: One of these Stones lies upon its Edge, and is fourteen Feet long, four Feet thick;
the other two lie Jlat, and seem as though they hadformerly been in one, of about thirty Feet long,
seven Feet six Inches Broad, and three Feet nine Inches thick: But now the Pieces are somewhat
thinner; and while one appeors full eighteen Feet it Length between the extreme Points, the other
measures no ntore than thirteen Feet from End to End.

These three Stones, when erect and perJect, seem to have macle a stupendous Altar; and the circular
Foundation behind them seems to have borne other erect Stones,whiclt, in all Probability,were set
up by King Bladudfor aTemple in honour of the Sun.'(Wood, li49,yol.l,p34.)

'The sarue mav be said of Bath when the ancient Britons determined to Honour the Great God
Apollo at it,with aTemple and an Altar; since one of the Stones of the latter still appears to have
been 30 Feet long,7 Feet 6 Inches broad, and 3 Feet 9 Inches thick; and the Temple was, in all
Probability, composed of Blocks of a much larger Size; and so big as to have rendered the Structure
a r enowned W or k for it s Magnitude...' (Wood, ll 49, Y o1.2, p8a.)

Here, Wood is describing three physical objects by the side of the road ascending the hill of
Lansdown. An 'augural line' essentially means a'good line', in this instance probably a good line of
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sight.
The 'hot waters and towers thus consecrated to the sun and moon' refer to lwo towers he believed to
have been placed above the cisterns of the Roman Baths. The sun tower Wood states '.. had a Churclt
raised over it dedicated to Saint Paul', referring to the church that stood on the site of the modern
Bath Abbey in Wood's day. The moon tower, Wood states was '..coveredwithaChurch,dedicated
to Saint Michael', and later locates the cistern it covered at the south side of St. John's Chapel. These
two churches (St. Michael and St. John) are in fact virtually the same place (St. John's Chapel is also
known as St. Michael Within the Walls).

A line between these two towers runs roughly east-west and therefore does not ascend the hill of
Lansdown at all; he therefore means a line from the towers ascending Lansdown Hill approximately
3250 feet. It should be noted that 3250 feet is also a measurement of an alignment he took at Stanton
Drew, from the centre of Circle A, through the centre of Circle B, to two stones in a field called
'Lower-Tining' (Wood looked hard for consistencies in measurements and alignments around ancient
monuments), and also that Wood states this distance to be approximate. From Wood's measurements
the stones were very large (13-18 feet in length). Wood's measurements of the Stonehenge stones
were considered accurate by 20th century standards, and therefore these measurements, while rough,
are likely to be reasonably reliable. Two of the stones may have once been a single, larger stone. The
'circular foundation' is perhaps the most interesting additional feature described here, and unless
disturbed by groundworks, agriculture or development, is more likely to have survived than the
stones, which may have been removed for building materials etc., as has been the fate of many ancient
monuments.

There are significant differences between the first and second editions of Wood's 'Description'. The
first edition is a shorter work, written when Wood was still developing his theories about Bladud and
Bath. In the first edition he makes no reference to 'Sols Rocks', referring instead to the site as 'Salt-
Rocks'. His main description of the site in the first edition is as follows:

'How the Hot-Waters were first enclosed is.uncertain; but in an augural line with them, as we
ascend tlte Hill to Lansdowru, there are Three large Stones, now lying upon the Ground, in a Field
by the Side of the Road, known by the Name of the Salt-Rocks; which Stones, when erect, ntade a
stupendous Altar, and, in all Probability, was there set up by King BLADUD, for the Purpose of
sacrificing to the Hot-Waters as an Attribute of the Sun; andfrom hence, no doubt, it was, that the
Romans calledthoseWaters by the Name of Aquae Solis,i.e.TheWaters of the Sun.'(Wood 1742-
3, Vol.1 ,p26.)

Furlher information also given in the first edition and not mentioned in the second edition relates to a
nearby spring:

'Directly under the Salt-Rocks, to the Westward, and directly under the Carn lBeaconHlll), to the
Eastward, there are Springs of Water.' (Wood, ll42-3, Vol.1, p30.)

These two pieces of information give both a different name for the site, 'Salt-Rocks', and a natural
physical feature in the form of a spring within close proximity. Curiously, there is no mention of the
circular foundation in the first edition, possibly because Wood had yet to make the link.

As a much more lengthy description, measurements and additional features are given in the second
edition, it appears that Wood revisited the site at least once between 1742 and 1149. Being local to the
site, residing in Queen Square, he may well have visited on numerous occasions during this period.
Wood was clearly convinced that the site was an ancient monument. Given his familiarity with other
local large stone monuments of the Neolithic and early Bronze Ages, it would be unwise to dismiss
this interpretation of the features without further consideration - Wood knew what a genuine ancient
stone monument looked like and apparently saw something similar at Sols Rocks. It is also possible
that alternative interpretations for the stones and other nearby features might exist.

No literature could be found identifying the location of Sols Rocks. Web searches simply turned up
sites quoting Wood's book and giving no further insight as to their location. Of the books about Wood
reviewed (Mowl & Earnshaw 1988, Elliot 2004, Frost et al. 2004), only brief mentions of Sols Rocks
are given, and only Mowl & Earnshaw (1988) refer to them by name, and then only in a direct quote
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of Wood's. None of these authors kneu- the exact location of the rocks; however only Wood's
interpretation of them is called into question and not the existence of the rocks themselves. No author
to date has mentioned that Wood had previously referred to the site as'Salt Rocks'. It is also
acknowledged by Mowl & Earnsharv (1988) that, along with Stonehenge and Stanton Dreu,. So1,s
Rocks was an influence on his final and most enigmatic masterpiece, The Circus. While Wood s'as
almost certainly incorrect about Bladud, there is enough in his description of Sols Rocks to warranr
further investigation, particularly given his experience surveying ancient monuments. Additionally.
even if the stones were of no archaeological significance they were a significant part of what Wood
believed to have been Bladud's city and influential to his architectural work.

The following is an attempt to identify the site using Wood's description by identifying features
mentioned nearby that either still exist, or have been recorded as having existed, and to give a location
(or at least a possible/probable location) for Sols Rocks. It should be noted that identifying features
noted from a time when Lansdown was largely undeveloped is somewhat problematic and that other
features in the local area may have been destroyed unrecorded. I have followed Wood's writings as
closely as possible and compared them to other sources in order to find somewhere fitting every word
of his descriptions of the site.

Locating Sols Rocks

In order to give a possible location for Sols Rocks, we have the following details given by Wood
(17 42-3 , 17 49) to consider:

Names' distances and directions - approximately 3250 feetfrom the hot springs, ascending the hill of
Lansdown, and south-west of Beacon Hill. Located in (or potentially close toj a field by the name of
'Salt Rock(s)' (hereafter referred to as 'Salt Rock Field'), to the immediate west of a realigned portion
of Lansdown Road '...in the Year 1707; prior before that Year the Road to Lansdown was
considerably more to the Eastward of the Rocks of Solis than it is at present' (2nd.ed., Vol.1, p137 .)
Rocks - three large rocks (referred to collectively from this point as the 'Salt Rocks'), between 13-1g
feet (with two of them possibly once being a larger rock) on a hill slope, two lying flat on the ground
and one on its side. Wood noted that the rocks resembled rocks around KingsdownTMonkton naitelgtr.
Spring - a spring is situated directly under the Salt Rocks.

Quarry - a quaffy is situated close to the Satt Rocks, made in 1707 when the modern route of
Lansdown Road was constructed 'And lest it should be hereafter imagined what the Stones now
retaining the Name of the Sun were taken out of a Quarry just by them, I think it necessary to declare,
that that Quaruy was made by the Stone taken out of it to make the acljoining new Road, in the year
1707' (2nd.ed., Vol.1 ,p137.)

Circular Foundation - a 'circular foundation' situated behind the rocks, and at a higher elevation than
them. Elsewhere referred to as a 'circular work' and 'circurar mount'.

Also noted in Wood (1149) to be visible from North Parade; Maes Knoll and Newton Bridge
(Newbridge)

Names, Distances and Directions
Wood specifies that the stones were approximately 3250 feet from the 'towers' (now St John,s Chapel
and Bath Abbey), ascending the hilt of Lansdown, in a small fieldby the side of the Road and to the
south-west of Beacon Hill. Wood also mentions that the part of the road it is near had been realigned
to the west of the former route in l70l . Only a small section of Lansdown Road was realigned and the
old and new routes clearly marked on Thomas Thorpe's plan of the Parish of Walcot in 17 40 (Figure
l), published just two years prior to the first edition of Wood's 'Description'. The stones were
therefore in one of the small fields immediately to the west of the realigned portion of Lansdown
Road. This realignment is between 2820 feet (southern end) and 4130 feet lnorihern end) from Bath
Abbey.

The name 'Salt Rock(s)' (or any variation of) does not appear on any map that could be found.
However, the name appears at least twice in the literature outside of Wood's writings. The earliest
mention that could be sourced is from Shickle (1900) in an article concerning the 1740 plan of the
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Parish of Walcot by Thorpe.

This plan (an 1822 copy of which is shorl'n on Figure
edition of Wood's 'Description', and shou,s the field
visited it.
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1) was published two years prior to the first
boundaries from the time Wood would have

Figure 1: Plan of the Parish of Walcot 1740 by Thomas Thorpe (copy by William Newton, 1822), with annotations
showing Salt Rock Field and nearby features and locations. Inset: enlarged plan of Salt Rock Field. @Bath in Time

'Another family was named Gally. They inhabited a house on tl'Le riverside of Walcot Street and
owned Weston Cross, now Cranwells, Wliltwells, part of Mutcombe, Sctlt Rock, and Briruble Sleight,
which I have not yet been able to identfu, Pooke's Tenement and field, Co.ffin's Batch and seyeral
other pieces of land in tlte East and Wesffield of Walcot together with Roclqlands, of which the
name remains in Rock House, although I think the spots ntore nearly identified with Lansdown
Easr.' (Shickle, 1900)

Shickle is unclear about his source for these field names, however he states that a place in the Parish
of Walcot was known as Salt Rock, owned by James Gally, although Salt Rock is not marked on his
copy of Thorpe's plan included in the article, nor is it mentioned in the accompanying schedule held
at Bath Central Library. Interestingly, he identifies Rock House with a field named Rockylands, but
implies that that name might be the present site of Lansdown Place East (field 69 on the 1740 Thorpe
map). Several deeds and leases from the mid-late 18th Century at Bath Record Office (e.g. ref.
BC153/1507/6) confirmed that Rockylands is the site of Lansdown Place East, owned by Charles
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Spackman in 1785 and is clearlr marke,j nith Spackman's name on the 1186-7 Harcourt Masters
map. Alternative names tor this field found in deeds and leases held at Bath Record Office are
'Rockland','Rocky Ground' and 'Rorkr Lands'. As Rockylands was owned by James Gally and has
the word 'rock' in it, it u,ould be reasonable to susgest that Salt Rock and Rockylands might be the
same place. However, an alternative orrgin for the name for Rock House (now named Hope House
after a subsequent occupant) on Lansdorvn Road is given by Dr Mary Ede (1998):

'Hope House was built in 1781-2 b), Charles Hamilton Jiom Painshill, Surrey, where he had plannetl
a remarkable landscaped garden. He lived in the Royal Crescent while he designed new gardens up

the Lansdown slopes and the house was built. Unfortunately we have little knowledge of how he laicl
out the estote, which then extended down right down to Julian Roadl'. The urea on which the house
was built was called the Salt Rocks and gave it its originol name of Rock House'. (Ede, 1998)

[xindicates a footnote attributing this information to T. Fawcett.l

Unfortunately, Dr. Ede cannot recall her source for this information, and Trevor Fawcett has sadly
now passed away (Ede, pers. comm.). Dr. Ede suggests that it may have been found in The Girls'
Public Day School Company council minutes when negotiating the sale of Rock House to the school,
however I have been unable to locate these minutes.

Rock House appears to be have been built on field 64 on the 1740 Thorpe map, owned in l74O by
John Axford. Immediately to the south-west is field 65 - owned by James Gally in 1J40, and. appears
to have consistently been part of the grounds of Rock House from Hamilton's acquisition sometime in
the late 1770s until the present day. Gally owned two fields adjacent to the realigned section of
Lansdown Road (parcels 64 and 69) and as Shickle (1900) refers to Rockylands and Salt Rock as rwo
different land parcels owned by the Gally family, there is no reason to doubt this when other sources
have identified separate locations for these two fields. We can be certain that field 65 was not
Rockylands, which leaves Salt Rock as a possibility. No other field in Walcot/Lansdown has any
associations with this name to my knowledge. Many of the other fields mentioned by Shickle are
easily identifiable by modern place names e.g. Cranwells near Weston Lane and Whitwells
(Whitewell Mead on the map). As Shickle's spellings vary from the field names on the map and
accompanying schedule (some are not included either) it is clear that Shickle had access to
information, probably a document, naming these fields. Like Shickle,I was unable to locate Brimble
Sleight, however Brimble was a Walcot family name and I can find no association between the
Brimbles and Field 65. However,I have not been able to find his source for the field names.

The field by the side of the road, the ownership of the Gally family, the small size of the field, the
name of Rock House and Dr Ede's direct identification all point towards Field 65 being Salt Rock
Field. It is also fairly close to Wood's estimation of 3250 feet, the south-eastern corner of Field 65
being approximately 3450 feet from Bath Abbey (the south-eastern corner of Rockylands is around
3700 feet, much further than Wood's estimate). Field 65 is therefore the most likely candidate for Salt
Rock Field. In and around this field we would therefore expect to find evidence of the other features
noted by Wood.

The Salt Rocks (aka Sols Rocks)
If rocks as large as those described by Wood
Lansdown Road, they would most likely be
other than their size - these rocks, according
Wood appears to have mentioned them or
eyebrows.

were still present lying flat on the ground by the side of
well-known even if they were not of any significance
to Wood, were huge. The fact that nobody aside from
clearly marked them on a map understandably raises

Three stones are, however, marked on Ordnance Survey maps in Butty Piece Field from 1886 (Figure
2a) to the present day to the north-west of Rock House. The 1960-1961 Ordnance Survey plan (Figure
2b) shows only two stones, with another feature present (A) in the north of Butty Piece. This feature is
shown on more detail on the 1952 map as a small circle with a tree growing out of it - possibly this
was a flower bed (Figure 2c, A). Since smaller scale OS maps produced before and after this date
show three stones consistently in the same place, the missing stone is probably an error of the
cartographer. The 1952 OS map (Figure 2b) shows what is potentially a fourth stone (Feature B),
though on closer inspection appears to be an accidental spot of ink. A further stone to the south-west
of Butty Piece is marked on some 20'h Century OS maps (Figure 2c,C). Nothing further is known
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about this stone, however the other three stones in Butty Piece are given consideration in the
archaeological assessment for the current development works at Hope House: "What iruitially were
thought to be three surviving mere stones in the grounds... probably post-medieval in date... infact
seem to mark the lines and junctions of piped water from wells and springs" (Davenport, 2OI2). A
photograph ofthe stones is also included in the report. The stones are erect, obviously sculpted and do
not appear to be more than 2 feet in height and much less so in width; these are not the Salt Rocks
seen by Wood, and may even be later in date than Wood's 'Description' (1749), as significant water
works were undertaken in Butty Piece in the centuries foliowing wood's death.

Figure 2: Ordnance Survey maps showing various features in the vicinity of Salt Rock Field. 2a: OS Town plan Bath,
Somerset 1886 1:500; 2b: OS PIan 1960-61 1:10560; 2c: OS Ptan 1952 1:1250. All maps @ www.old-
maps.co.uk<http://www.old-maps.co.uk> and Ordnance Survey.

Stones such as those described by Wood are rare in this part of Lansdown. Wood, who knew the local
stone better than most people of his time, notes a similarity to the large stones around Kingsdown and
Monkton Farleigh, which are great oolite/Bath stone (Mike Chapman, pers. comm.). Great oolite does
not appear until the top of Lansdown, to the north of Kingswood School. A band of Bridporl
(Midford) sands appear on various geological maps around Salt Rock Field (British Geological
Survey,2014). Around the stone pits/quarry marked on Figure 1, and above Lansdown Crescent, the
band of Bridport sands ends and is replaced by a band of inferior oolite. Any stones occurring in the
vicinity of Rock House may very well have been brought there by humans at some point, although
glacial deposits,landslips and geological anomalies are other possibilities.

Another possible ancient stone monument was recorded close to the Royal Crescent, in the area
referred to by Wood as 'Ring Common' (after Hyde Park), now the allotments behind Marlborough
buildings. Pryke & Oswin (2012) reported the finding of four large stones forming an irregular curve
by Marek Lewcun in 1985 while undertaking an archaeological excavation there. One pair was
described as 'tvvo large blocks of rough limestone set deep into the clay and bearing marks on their
surface to suSSest that an original "standing" portion of each was broken deliberately, some time in
their past'. Lewcun stated that there was evidence that the stones pre-dated the 17th Century
depositions. While these stones are certainly not Wood's Sols Rocks, being in the wrong place and in
a piece of land named by Wood, the find is remarkably similar to Wood's description of Sols Rocks,
particularly with the stones appearing broken. Pryke & Oswin (2012) also speculated that Sols Rocks
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may well have been vrsibie tiom thrs location. .\ pair of stone circles is also thought to have been
present on Bathampton Dou.n. Scarth r18,<lr claimed that there were two stone circles'.. similar in
appearance to those of Stcuttort Drev.' .A,s tor the fate of these stones, Scarth notes 'Unhappillt the
larger stones have been renrcved uirhitt tlte menton'of the present generotion, itt order to construct
fancy cromlechs in tlte park, or to Jnrnt rock-tt'ork in their gardens!'. This may have also been the fate
of the Salt Rocks.

The Spring
Wood (1142-43) mentions two springs within the area - one 'directll- under the Salt-Rocks, to the
west-ward';and another 'under the Cern [Beacon Hill], ro the east-ward'. Thorpe's 1740 plan of the
Parish of Walcot (Figure 1), pubtished two years prior to the first volume of Wood's Essay, shows
three springs directly under Beacon Hill, all to the east of Lansdown Road. To the west of the
realigned Lansdown Road are two springs. Butty Piece Spring is located on the boundary between
Walter's Lydes and Butty Piece, with a stream flowing to the west and down the slope of Butty Piece.
This stream appears to have formed a natural land boundary between these two fields as shown on
Figures 1 and 3. The stream is then joined by a second spring at the bottom of Butty Piece. Butty
Piece Spring is very close to the north-western end of Salt Rock Field. Salt Rock Field is on a slope
and the northern boundary of the field was over 10m higher than Butty Piece Spring, as evidenced by
the contours on Figure 3. Any rocks present in Salt Rock Field could therefore be above the level of
the spring, correlating with Wood's description.

Butty Piece Spring is the only known spring close to that section of road on the western side. The
spring has since been used to supply water to the pond in Victoria Park and two tanks, one by each of
the two springs in Butty Piece, were constructed by the Circus Waterworks Company (Chapman,
2003). Interestingly, a series of letters between John Wood the Younger and others shows that Butty
Piece Spring was very nearly used to supply the Circus with water (Bath Record Office, ref. 0270). In
one letter from 1757, Thomas Garrard mentions that he measured the output of the spring at'136
Hogsheads 32 Gallons in 24 hours '. That it was considered to be sufficient to supply The Circus,
gave rise to a stream and produced a large quantity of water, implies that it was probably a very
obvious feature in Wood's time.

Quarry
Two possible locations for the quarry mentioned by Wood as being close to the stones are apparent on
the Thorpe map of 1740 (Figure 1). The nearest of these is labelled as'SandPits'on the opposite side
of Lansdown Road to Salt Rock Field and is part of a larger field known as 'Sand Pitt' . Since a band
of Bridport sands appears at this point on the hillside, the digging here is likely to have been for sand,
not stone as Wood stated. Stone pits are labelled on the map (Figure I ) in a small triangular field to
the north-east of SaIt Rock Field just behind Lansdown Place East (Rockylands). The Harcourt
Masters map of 1786-'7 identifies this as being an old quarry. This is therefore most likely the stone
quaffy Wood refers to.

Circular Foundation
ln the second edition of 'Description', Wood describes a circular feature'behind'the Salt Rocks,
which he believed to have been the sun temple, and the 'ancient basis' for the Salt Rocks. Wood's
descriptions of this feature are as follows:
' .. with a Foundation just behind them, shaped into a Circular Form'. (Vol. 1, p1 19.)

' .. the circular Fotrndation behind them seems to have borne other erect Stones'. (Vol. 1, p119.)
'..RocksofSolis,witlttheTemplebehindit,washisPlaceofAddresstotheSunbySacrifice'(Vol.

1, p121.)
'.. the Circular Foundation behind the Rocks of Solis the Basis of the renowned Temple, o.f a round

Form'. (Vol. 1 ,p122.)
'For the Rocks of Solis lye prostrate upon the declining Ground below that which made their

ancient Basis'. (Vol. I, p168.)
'.. and the Temple was, in all Probability, composed of Blocks of a much larger Size [than the Salt

Rocks]; and so big as to have rendered the Structure a renowned Work for its Magnitude'.
(Wood, 11 49, Y o1. 2, p234.)

' .. .above the Rocks of Sol ; a Valley, in a South South West Line, drawing the Eye to the Circular
Mount,whose exalted Situation gives it a Majestv superior to any thing of its Kinct;and such as
is sufficient to bow the very Knee of such as may consider it as an Object whereby the suprerne
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God was once adored'. (Vol. 2,p372-3-)
The circular feature is described variously as a'foundation','form','temple', and perhaps most

significantly, a 'mount'. There is, of course, the possibility that Wood may have been referring to the

nalural circular shape of the wider hillside around that area, however given his familiarity with

ancient sites, especially his observations of barrows and the henge monument Stonehenge, along with

his description of a'mount',I think it more likely he was referring to a feature that at least had a

resemblance to the circular earthworks at ancient monuments he is known to have visited and

attributed to Bladud and/or the druids. When such features are part of an ancient monument they often

outlast any stone structures, as large stones are frequently taken for building materials and garden

features, and so it is possible that such a feature (or part of it) remained after the disappearance of the

Salt Rocks.

An observation it is important to mention here is that there is no mention of the Circular Foundation

in the first edition of 'Description'.It may be that the Circular Foundation was not a very obvious

feature; however, it may have been an obvious feature that Wood had yet to link to the stones.

While it is possible that this feature has not survived to the present day - it may have been destroyed

or damaged beyond recognition for a variety of reasons - by examining maps and historic photographs

and comparing them to Wood's description it is possible that this feature, or candidates for it, may be

identified. It should be noted that while Wood specifies that the Salt Rocks are within Salt Rock Field,

he states that the circular foundation is behind them and may lie outside of Salt Rock Field. While we

must accept that the circular foundation may have been destroyed before being recorded on maps and

photographs, from the available sources I have identified two candidates for it to the west of the re-

aligned section of Lansdown Road, which I will refer to as cF1 and cF2.

CFl
Very close to the north-western end of Salt Rock Field, and immediately above the head of the spring,

is a mound-like feature shown on early-mid 20th century maps and photographs. The appearance is

that of a small hillock.

This feature is first shown on the 1932 OS County Series: Somerset 1:2500 map and appears again in

more detail on OS Plan 1960-1961 l:1250 (Figure 2c). The Lidar map (Figure 3) shows this indeed to

be a circular mound. However, this feature is located very close to Butty Piece Spring. A waterworks

map from 1868 (South-west Heritage Centre ref. D\P\wal.swl20l2l5) shows clearly that a large tank,

refirred to as 'Butty Piece Tank' by Yalden (2014), was placed here at some point following Wood's

death. This mound therefore most likely covers the tank, and manholes are shown on top of it on the

1886 map (Figure 2a).CFl is therefore probably later in date thanWood's 'Description'. The mound

is also fairly small and in a dip in the hillside, and can barely be made out on most aerial photographs.

It also lies outside of Salt Rock Field in Butty Piece. The garden of Rock/Hope house was reduced to

fields 64 and 65 (Figure 1) following Hamilton's death, and then later extended beyond fields 64 and

65 to the north-west to incorporate a part of Walter's Lydes, and later the whole of Butty Piece in the

mid-late 19th Century. Therefore in Wood's day there would have been a whole field and two field

boundaries between Salt Rock Field and CF1 if it were present in his time, and any rocks in Salt Rock

Field would be above it and not on the declining slope below it, as shown on Figure 3. CFl therefore

does not fit with Wood's description of the circular foundation, however another feature, CF2, fits it
more closely.

cF2
Rock House itself appears to be in the middle of a large and roughly circular feature. This may have

been the result of landscaping by Hamilton, howevet the 1786-7 Harcourt Masters plan (Figure 4) not

only shows this feature, but also indicates that it may have been present prior to the construction of
Rock House.

The map shows two curved features immediately to the north-west of Rock House. Significantly, part

of the north-easternmost curved feature cuts into the land parcel to the north, owned by Sir Peter

Rivers Gay (Walter's Lydes). This irregularity in the land boundary, consistent with the shape of CF2,

suggests a boundary formed by a physical feature, such as sloping ground or an earthwork. Further

evidence to support the existence of CF2 prior to Hamilton is found in a 1754 engraving of the Bath

landscape (Plate 1). Just to the north-west of the kink in Lansdown Road, CF2 is drawn in profile and
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feature in the landscape. Unfortunately the detail at
ant. definite stones, however the field known as
bounded by hedgerows and with no obvious large

Sah Rock Field {approx. bounday} ftoute of Butty pieee stream
CFl CF2

Figure 3: Lidar map showing ground-level features including CF1, CF2 and Butty Piece Spring, and Salt Rock Field
in 2014. Contour lines set at 10m intervals. Insets: CF1 and CF2, enlarged. @ Environment Agency copyright and
database right 2015. All rights reserved.
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Figure 4: Harcourt Masters 1786-7 Turnpike Maps Sheet 1, showing CF2 forming a physical boundary between Field
64 and Walter's Lydes. Reproduced with kind permission of the South West Heritage Trust (ref. SHC D\T\ba/24)
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Plate 1: A South West Prospect of the City of Batla 1757 by T. Robins (reissue of a 1754 engraving) showing CF2 in
profile prior to the construction of Rock House. @Bath in Time

Lidar data from the Environment Agency (Figure 3) shows what appears to be a gradual slope
between the two curves on the Harcourt Masters 1786-1 map with the curves extended further to the
south-east, close to the road. Most significantly, Salt Rock field is on sloping ground immediately
below this feature, and therefore the rocks would be precisely t.. upon declining Ground below that
whichmade their ancient Basis'. Should this feature have been present prior to the construction of
Rock House, Wood may have considered it to resemble a henge-like feature of a size roughly
comparable to Stonehenge. Figure 3 shows this feature to consist of a flat, roughly circular plateau
with steep slopes sloping into the land formerly known as Walter's Lydes and into the northern edge
of Salt Rock field with a steep drop below.

In the north-western corner of the field is a dense area of markings, indicated on Figure 4. I cannot
conclusively identify anything within this area as stones, although I cannot entirely rule it out either.
A feature that may potentially be a large rock lying flat can be seen at the tip of the aruow pointing to
this cluster. However, the detail here is too obscure to be certain of this and it may have been intended
to be a tree or other vegetation. Regardless of these markings, this is the point in Salt Rock Field
where CF2 slopes down toward Butty Piece Spring. According to Wood the stones were on declining
ground below the circular foundation, with a spring 'directly under' them. This part of Salt Rock
Field, the closest part of the field to the spring and on the slope below CF2, would appear to fit
Wood's description precisely.

The earliest photograph I have managed to obtain of this feature is from 19ZO (Plate 2). Significantly,
this was taken prior to the use of the site as a school, when the most extensive phase of redevelopment
and landscaping at the site occurred, and also prior to the WWII bombing of the site. CF2 can be
clearly seen as a mount with a flat, rounded plateau with steep slopes. The north-eastern end of Salt
Rock Field had by this time been partially built upon, and later school buildings were also built here.
Plate 3 shows the building in 1942 after suffering bomb damage, and in the foreground the steep slope
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Plate 2: 1920 aerial photograph showing the grounds of Rock
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Plate 3: 1942 photograph showing WWII bomb damage to Rock House (view of south-west corner) and the steepslope into Salt Rock Field (foreground). Reproduced with kind permission of Bath Record Office.
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thereabouts. I was also unable to locate the sources of Shickle (1900) and Ede (1998) from which they

obtained the name of 'Salt Rock(s)'. However, even without any evidence at all for the field name, the

field I have identified as Salt Rock Field would appear to fit Wood's description precisely' No other

small field adjacent to Lansdown Road fits Wood's descriptions as closely as Field 65 on the 1740

Thorpe map, and no other field appears to be associated with the name Salt Rocks(s)' Ede's

identification of the land with the name Salt Rocks, and Shickle's identification of the land owner,

James Gally, add significant weight to this conclusion, but are not essential to finding its location.

Field 65 is therefore the most likely location based on the available evidence.

Both CF1 and CF2 pre-date the use of the site as a school, when the biggest phase of building and

landscaping work was undertaken prior to the current development. Of the possible candidates for the

Circular Foundation identified, due to its size, CF2 would certainly make the most 'stupendous altar'

of the two, and is also much closer in size to the henge at Stonehenge than the smaller CF1. CF1 is

close to the spring, and if present in 1742, would have been seen by Wood, who refers to the spring

there. CF1 does not appear on any map pre-dating the 20th century, and the mound probably covers

an underground tank constructed sometime after Wood's death on that spot. CF2 is clearly marked on

the 1786-7 map and forms part of the boundary of Peter Rivers Gay's land (aka Walter's Lydes) and,

significantly, extends into Salt Rock Field.

Further investigation of both of these features would be necessary to determine their age and nature,

but this is no longer possible due to recent development works. Other circular features may have been

present in Wood's time that have since disappeared, however CF2 is both consistent with Wood's

description and likely to have been present in his time. Wood's terminology is also important' He

usually refers to smaller features such as barrows as'mounds', whereas larger hill-like features he

refers to as 'mounts'. CF1 would fit the description of 'mound', whereas CF2 is much more of a

'mount' . CFZ appears to be the closest fit to Wood's description, and as part of it falls within Salt

Rock Field, it is more likely that Wood might have linked it to the stones than anything two fields

away.

The L757 Robins etching (Plate 1) shows that CF2 was visible from quite a distance. This fits with

Wood's assumption that the circular foundation with big stones on top of it would have made a

'stupendous altar' visible from various places around Bath. It would have done, although we only

have Wood's speculation that stones may have been on top of it. It is also quite conceivable that a 30

foot stone would break into two if it fell from the top down the steep slope - Wood suggests that this

was the case. Since it is quite possible that the stones were at least partially hidden from view from

the road by CF2, and any trees on it (as shown in 1786-7 on Figure 4), they may not have been

obvious to people from the road - hence why nobody else appears to have mentioned them.

The name of 'Salt Rocks' I have not given much attention to, as the meaning of 'salt' in this context is

unclear. Wood (1742) mentions that the Romans poured salt on it after destroying the temple,

although in the second edition (where he changed the name to Sols Rocks), he omits this origin tale.

Among the numerous definitions of the word, the most obvious relates to minerals in the rocks,

however, there is also the Latin saltus, meaning 'to leap' or 'to jump'. Perhaps the name could refer to

the appearance of the rocks, looking like they had jumped down from the hill above? It may also

relate to a landowner, or even willow trees (Salrx). Another definition of salt is 'to add bogus evidence

to an archaeological site'. I doubt Wood would be so obvious, although it is worth noting that he certainly did

have the means to obtain and transport large Great Oolite stones to Lansdown, and did so regularly for his

buildings.

The biggest flaw in Wood's Description is the error in his starting point - the 'reality and eminence'

of Bladud, although he did live in a time when details of the builders of stone monuments were more

obscure than they are today. To him at least, Bladud and his druids was a plausible theory, although it
was generally dismissed by his contemporaries. What it produced in The Circus was a unique work of
art every bit as mysterious and enigmatic as Stonehenge, Stanton Drew and Sols Rocks, and is still
visited, admired and studied today on a scale comparable to Stonehenge itself. Wood's writings are

equally as enigmatic and (likely by Wood's design), in order to get anywhere near to the reality of his

observations one is frequently forced into entertaining his theories on the 'reality and eminence' of
Bladud at the heart of them. While well-intentioned, Wood's obsession ultimately led to what may

have been an interesting site (either geologically or archaeologically, and with the Wood association,
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historically) being destrored. Had ne retaineci the name of Salt Rocks in the second editio,. or even
better, included a tnap or a dra\\ins shoriins their location, the stones mi_eht still be there. Since the
rocks are likely to have been Great Oolite. Wood's favoured building material, there is certainly an
interesting parallel betu'een Wood and his r-ersion of Bladud, who likely built his sun remple with the
same stone.

Plate 4: The site in April 2017, taken from Lansdown place Eurt by the autho.

The site is currently subject to redevelopment and nothing left of above-ground f-eatures is likely to
remain (Plate 4). An archaeological investigation of site was conducted in 2015 (Davis et al.,2Ol5).
Five trenches were dug and no remains pre-dating the lTth Century were found. However. all of the
trenches were in Butty Piece. No trenches were dug in Salt Rock Field or Field 64. This is not the
fault of the archaeologists. since at the time a large portion of the north end of Salt Rock Field was
covered by a school building, making excavation impossible prior to demolition, although much of
CF2 was still present. lf there was an ancient monument in Salt Rock Field, any supporting evidence
in the way of prehistoric remains has now likely been destroyed although, sincs seveial structures are
known to have been built and demolished on Salt Rock Field since Wood's time, any evidence was
likely destroyed prior to the current development. I should note that I do not think the developers on
the site at present should be blamed for any destruction - if of course the location I have identified is
cor:rect. Having read the planning documents for the site, it is apparent that they undertook a thorough
archaeological study and acted appropriately and responsibly on the advice given in the reports. The
stones were likely no longer there by then, and their former location unknown.

Should the stones have been present today it is likely that they would be a well-known and well-
visited site, even if they were proven not to be an ancient monument. If Sols Rocks was a genuinely
ancient monument. the site would no doubt be protected and studied, and be popular with local
residents and tourists. If not placed by humans, the stones may have been an interesting geological
anomaly or evidence of glaciation or an historic landslip and would most likely have been at least
noted by Iocal geologists if they remained there. The Bath tour guides often talkat length about The
Circus and its relationship to Stonehenge and Bladud, and some huge stones just up the hill thought
by Wood to have been Bladud's sun temple would have made an interesting, exciting and memorable
stop on a tour of the city, and a sight visible to residents in the south of Bath.

There are many other'lost' sites in Wood's 'Description', several of which I have found probable
locations fbr, including Wood's 'moon temple' on Lansdown and a group of possible cairns near
Saltford, which are worthy of firther investigation.
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